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Yahoo puts Meat on Open Strategy Bones.
SAN FRANCISCO--Yahoo on Monday began launching some of the serious aspects of its Yahoo Open Strategy, including a new version of Yahoo Mail that sorts the in-box according
to your social connections and that can be expanded with mail-specific applications.
The first big change in Yahoo Mail is with its welcome page, which now spotlights messages from people in your Yahoo social network and invitations from others to join their social
networks. Next, the in-box page now includes a new "from connections" button that shows messages only from those social connections.

Second is the arrival of online applications tied to Yahoo Mail. One inaugural program from Xoopit lets you view all the photos in your e-mail archive, even expanding links to online
galleries. Another lets you convert an e-mail message into a WordPress blog post in two clicks.
"The opening of the mail platform is a huge benefit to users in terms of the additional forms of sharing and communication we can build in and to the dev who can build applications,"
said John Kremer, vice president of Yahoo Mail, speaking to reporters at a launch event here.
The Yahoo Open Strategy seeks to increase the number of users on Yahoo's Internet properties and the magnitude of their activity. If successful, both those goals would increase the
number of pages on which Yahoo can show advertisements. However, Yahoo has lagged competitors such as Facebook with the addition of applications and a social dimension.
The Yahoo Mail change is one of a host announced Monday. Among others:
●
●
●

Yahoo also announced changes to its customizable home page, My Yahoo, that lets you add applications and customize the page's appearance.
A new toolbar for Web browsers also gets drop-down interactivity that can show what your contacts are doing, what e-mail you've received, and other information.
Yahoo's media properties can spotlight your contacts' activities, such as when they assign a five-star ranking to a particular song.

"We wanted to establish a social dimension to a product," said Ash Patel, executive vice president of Yahoo's audience products division of the Yahoo Open Strategy goals. "We
wanted to engage with the developer community and to open up the power of Yahoo's products and platforms."

Learn more about Search Engine Optimization, the most effective form of online advertising.

Search Engine Marketing is the fastest growing advertising medium in the world, projected to become 10x more powerful and influential than traditional media outlets such as: network
television, cable television, local television, network radio, local radio, satellite radio, national newspapers, local newspapers, magazines, billboards, direct mail, telemarketing and
more.
Discover the most powerful and effective form of advertising, Search Engine Optimization.
An aside for consideration are the segments of Search Engine Optimization. Clarification is required in terms of paid search marketing, sponsored search advertising, pay per click,
email marketing (spam), and the foundation of strategic internet marketing: Organic Search Engine Optimization - Organic SEO in some circles also referred to as Natural Search
Engine Optimization - Natural SEO.

Key Organic Search Engine Optimization Facts:
●

Keyword search is the 2nd most popular online activity, rapidly approaching the popularity of email
retrieval.

●

90% of all new website visitors are delivered by a major search engine and/or directory.

●

98% of all keyword search activity results are powered by the big 4 search engines: Google, Yahoo, MSN
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and AOL.
●

●

Keyword search results on Google, Yahoo, MSN and AOL are all determined by a search engine spider and/
or robot crawler.
Recent internet marketing studies confirm that keyword searchers prefer the organic results at a 6 to 1
ratio vs. pay-per-click sponsored search advertising listings.

Is your corporate website being found early and often on the keywords and keyword phrases that best describe your products, services and industry?
Harness the power that our proven organic search engine optimization technologies can provide...
Contact the Peak Positions Organic SEO consulting specialists today.
Learn more about our client roster, one of the strongest in the SEO industry, and more importantly discover why our client-focused Organic Search Engine Optimization company
maintains the highest client retention rate in the SEO industry.
"Our year over year order anniversary flowers revenues are climbing rapidly in a timid economy. If you are looking for an excellent SEO Company, we
suggest Peak Positions" ... SEO Case Study
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